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A B S T R A C T   

Occupant detection and recognition support functional goals such as security, healthcare, and energy manage-
ment in buildings. Typical sensing approaches, such as smartphones and cameras, undermine the privacy of 
building occupants and inherently affect their behavior. To overcome these drawbacks, a non-intrusive technique 
using floor-vibration measurements, induced by human footsteps, is outlined. Detection of human-footstep im-
pacts is an essential step to estimate the number of occupants, recognize their identities and provide an estimate 
of their probable locations. Detecting the presence of occupants on a floor is challenging due to ambient noise 
that may mask footstep-induced floor vibrations. Also, signals from multiple occupants walking simultaneously 
overlap, which may lead to inaccurate event separation. Signals corresponding to events, once extracted, can be 
used to identify the number of occupants and their locations. Spurious events such as door closing, chair dragging 
and falling objects may produce vibrations similar to footstep-impacts. Signals from such spurious events have to 
be discarded as outliers to prevent inaccurate interpretations of floor vibrations for occupant detection. Walking 
styles differ among occupants due to their anatomies, walking speed, shoe type, health and mood. Thus, footstep- 
impact vibrations from the same person may vary significantly, which adds uncertainty and complicates occu-
pant recognition. In this paper, efficient strategies for event-detection and event-signal extraction have been 
described. These strategies are based on variations in standard deviations over time of measured signals (using a 
moving window) that have been filtered to contain only low-frequency components. Methods described in this 
paper for event detection and event-signal extraction perform better than existing threshold-based methods 
(fewer false positives and false negatives). Support vector machine classifiers are used successfully to distinguish 
footsteps from other events and to determine the number of occupants on a floor. Convolutional neural networks 
help recognize the identity of occupants using footstep-induced floor vibrations. The utility of these strategies for 
footstep-event detection, occupant counting, and recognition is validated successfully using two full-scale case 
studies.   

1. Introduction 

Identifying occupants inside buildings is an important step in the 
development of an automatized understanding of building-occupant 
information. Detection of building occupants involves counting their 
number, recognition of their identities and determination of their tra-
jectories. Information regarding indoor occupants enables optimization 
of functionalities in buildings, such as security enhancement [1], 
healthcare [2,3], as well as space and energy management [4–6]. 

Prior studies involved the development of sensing technologies for 
occupancy detection and recognition, such as acoustic instrumentation 

[7,8], CO2 sensors [9,10], smart-flooring systems [11,12], optical sen-
sors [13–15], and radio-frequency devices [16–19]. For example, 
acoustic-based methods were found to be sensitive to ambient audible 
noise [7,8,20]. The major limitation of CO2-based approaches was 
related to the slow spreading of CO2 within an indoor space where air 
ventilation compromised the concentration of CO2 inside buildings, 
leading to ambiguous interpretations of occupancy levels [20,21]. Smart 
flooring systems required highly instrumented floors (thousands of 
sensors) [11,12]. Such systems are not suitable for large full-scale 
applications. 

In addition, passive infrared (PIR) sensors were used to detect 
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occupants inside buildings for efficient operation of lighting and heat-
ing, ventilation and air-conditioning systems [13,15]. However, PIR 
detection systems could only provide a binary status of occupancy; no 
attempts were made to recognize and locate occupants [6,20]. Cameras 
were also used to estimate the level of occupancy and to study the 
behavior of occupants [22,23]. Video-based pattern recognition was 
used to recognize occupant identities [24–27]. However, optical sensors 
required clear lines of sight and large angles of coverage for accurate 
occupancy detection [20,27,28].Radio-frequency identification devices 
(RFIDs) including portable sensors (smartphones) [16,29], embedded 
Wi-Fi [30–32] and Bluetooth beacons [16,33], have been used to 
determine occupancy levels inside buildings [19,34–36] and to lesser 
extend for occupant recognition [30]. However, RFIDs needed regular 
maintenance [20,30,36]. Such devices require clear spaces to detect 
occupants in buildings due to multi-path problems that are induced by 
structural and non-structural elements such as walls and furniture 
[20,37]. Also, the RFIDs devices were insufficient to recognize indoor 
occupants. 

Video-recording devices and RFIDs undermine the privacy of indoor 
occupants due to their intrusive nature [20,38]. For instance, cameras in 
office environments influence the behavior of occupants and radio- 
frequency-based techniques require the occupants to carry 
permanently-connected devices [20]. Therefore, non-intrusive and 
reliable strategies for occupant detection such as structural-vibration 
sensors are preferred, since they preserve privacy. In this paper, occu-
pant detection, counting and identity recognition are carried out using 
only footstep-induced floor vibrations. 

Detecting the presence of occupants on a floor is challenging due to 
variations in rigidities of floor slabs and the presence of obstructions 
such as beams and walls. Moreover, the dispersive nature of floor slabs 
may result in footstep-impact events with low signal-to-noise ratios 
(SNR) and variations in footstep-impact signatures at various floor lo-
cations [39,40]. Moreover, spurious events such as door closing, chair 
dragging or dropping objects have been found to result in vibrations that 
have similarities with footstep-impact signal signatures [39]. In addi-
tion, overlapping signals from multiple occupants walking simulta-
neously on a floor complicate event-signal extraction and estimating the 
number of occupants. Also, walking gaits of occupants are affected by 
various sources including their anatomies, walking speed, shoe type, 
health and mood [41–43]. Since the same occupant may walk differently 
[44], various walking patterns from the same person induce variability 
between footstep-impact signatures. Thus, this leads to challenges in 
performing occupant recognition. 

Events (from footsteps or other sources) have been detected as 
anomalies when vibration amplitudes exceed a previously defined 
baseline level of ambient vibrations [37,39,45]. However, event vibra-
tions with low SNR may be hidden by ambient noise [37]. Several so-
lutions have been proposed to overcome this limitation. For example, 
increasing the signal resolution using amplifiers has been proposed by 
Pan et al. [38]. However, hard footstep-impacts might lead to clipping 
signals (amplitudes of measured signals exceed sensor range). A de- 
noising technique has been proposed by Clemente et al. [46] using 
discrete-wavelet transforms with high-level filtering to differentiate 
impact events from ambient vibrations. However, some event signals 
with low SNR are also filtered out. Also, unsupervised learning tech-
niques using Gaussian mixture models have been proposed by Anchal 
et al. [47] to detect and extract footstep-event signals. 

In order to distinguish footstep events from other spurious events, 
supervised learning techniques using one-class support vector machines 
(SVM) [48] were proposed [37,46,49], for which training data was 
limited to footstep events only (i.e. no spurious events). One-class SVM 
classification was trained using normalized power spectral density of 
detected event signals as features, which led to a 90% F1 score [37]. The 
F1 score defines the overall performance metric that reflects the ability 
of the classifier to distinguish between classes. Moreover, event classi-
fication was performed to separate footstep events from other impulses 

and ambient noise. Footstep and fall events were classified using one- 
class SVM based on 13 features in time and frequency domains [46]. 
Spurious events such as dropping objects, closing doors and drawers, 
hitting tables and jumping were included to estimate the performance of 
one-class SVM and compared with Gaussian process and k-nearest 
neighbors (KNN) classifiers. One-class SVM led to an F1 score of 92% for 
footstep classification compared with 38% for fall classification. How-
ever, type II error, that defines the rate of non-footstep events that are 
identified as footstep events, has been approximately 10%. Thus, 
training with only footstep events might miss-classify spurious impulses 
as footstep events. 

The KNN classifier calculates the similarity between new data in-
stances and each training data instance. Then, the class labels of the k 
most similar neighbors are used to predict the class of the new data 
instances [50–52]. Boosted tree (BT) classifier is based on an ensemble 
of decision trees to predict new data instances [53,54]. A boosting al-
gorithm such as AdaBoost [55] has been applied to many deemed weak 
classifiers to achieve a final strong classifier [56]. 

Footstep-induced floor-vibration measurements were used to esti-
mate the number of occupants on floor slabs [57–59]. Occupancy-level 
estimation of sub-areas of full-scale floors was performed based on 
changes in floor-vibration energy induced by footstep impacts [57]. 
Similarly, occupancy-levels were updated in real time by tracking single 
occupants in floor zones [58]. However, the proposed framework led to 
inaccurate results in presence of multiple occupants walking simulta-
neously on the floor slab. A KNN classifier was proposed to identify the 
number of occupants from overlapped vibration measurements of four 
participants [59]. Cross-correlation between consecutive footstep-event 
signals from the same sensor, cross-correlation of footstep-event signals 
between all sensors, footstep-event signal duration and footstep-event 
signal entropy were used as features. However, classification accuracy 
was low for multiple occupants walking simultaneously on the floor 
(accuracy of 67% for two occupants and 33% for three occupants). 

Recognition of occupant identities using floor-vibration measure-
ments was proposed using multi-class SVM classifiers using time-and- 
frequency domain features [40,41,46]. Recognition accuracy was 
improved from 63% to 83% using a hierarchical classifier [41] that took 
classification results from all succeeding footstep events of walking 
measurements. A modified SVM learning algorithm, that provided 
higher accuracy rates than traditional SVM on low-sized training-data 
sets, was proposed by Pan et al. [40] for identity recognition. However, 
seven succeeding footsteps were required to recognize occupant iden-
tities with high performance rates. In another study, two succeeding 
footstep events were used to train a multi-class SVM classifier to 
recognize accurately the identities of six participants [46]. However, the 
average F1 score (overall performance score) for all participants did not 
exceed 89%. 

In this paper, strategies for efficient event-detection, event-signal 
extraction, estimating number of occupants within a building space 
(while walking on instrumented floors) and occupant recognition are 
presented. Footstep and non-footstep impacts generate waves that travel 
through the floor slab with frequency-dependent phase velocities [39]. 
Appropriate decomposition of raw signals at several frequency ranges 
helps in determining characteristics of impact events that help improve 
the proposed strategies compared with those in literature. 

The paper starts with a description of the occupant detection and 
localization framework (Section 2). Event detection, event-signal 
extraction, event classification, occupant counting, and identity recog-
nition methodologies are presented in Section 3. Two full-scale case- 
study descriptions for occupant detection, counting and recognition are 
presented in Section 4. Discussion is then provided in Section 5 followed 
by conclusions in Section 6. 

2. Framework for occupant detection and localization 

Once the presence of an occupant is detected, the localization 
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framework utilizes footstep-induced floor vibrations to infer possible 
locations of occupants. Floor slabs are regularly subjected to impact 
from many types of activities (walking, door closing, object drops, etc.) 
due to interactions between occupants and their indoor environment. 
This leads to ambiguities in the interpretation of measured vibrations. 

Significant variability in footstep-event signals is observed for the 
same occupants walking along similar trajectories due to several factors 
[43]. Changes in walking speeds, health, mood and other characteristics 
alter gait patterns of occupants. This increases the challenges of occu-
pant detection and interpretation of detected events. 

Footstep impacts on typical floors are impulses, which generate 
Lamb waves that travel through the floor slab [39]. The propagation of 
Lamb waves, within a dispersive medium, results in shape changes of the 
floor responses as recorded at sensors. Such behavior leads to distortion 
in the time-of-arrival of measured footstep-impact signals, which 
complicate the interpretation of floor vibrations. Apart from the 
dispersive nature of typical floor slabs, magnitudes of footstep-induced 
floor vibrations can be affected by structural behavior and its bound-
ary conditions. These signal magnitudes are further influenced by ob-
structions such as beams and walls. These ambiguities make occupant 
detection and localization a challenging task. 

A framework for occupant detection and localization is shown in 
Fig. 1, which takes into account the presence of uncertainties from the 
aforementioned sources. This framework involves multiple steps that 
help reduce uncertainties in detection and localization of occupants (see 
Fig. 1) to improve accuracy and precision. 

Detecting footstep events from vibration measurements is a key first 
step. Event detection and signal extraction require the understanding of 
structural characteristics such as the fundamental frequencies of the 
structure, which are estimated using ambient vibrations. Using struc-
tural information (frequency ranges that cover the first few vertical 
modes of the structure), event detection and subsequently event 
extraction are carried out. Event-detection and signal-extraction stra-
tegies are discussed in Section 3.1. Subsequently, a supervised learning 
classifier based on a support vector machine (SVM) [48] is used to 
distinguish between extracted footstep and non-footstep event signals 
(see Section 3.2). 

Extracted footstep-event signals are then used to count the number of 
occupants on the floor using another SVM classifier (see Section 3.3). 
The number of occupants may then be used to select appropriate model 
simulations for occupant localization. Occupant recognition is per-
formed when an occupant is detected on the floor. Inspired by pattern 
recognition using deep learning approaches [60,61], footstep-induced 
floor-vibration signatures are recognized using a convolutional neural 
network (CNN) classification [62,63] (see Section 3.4). 

Occupant localization is based on combining information from 
measured footstep-event signals with physics-based models [45,64–66]. 
Error-domain model-falsification (EDMF) [67] is a model-based data 
interpretation approach that is well-suited to identify a population of 
possible locations of occupants, as shown by Drira et al. [45]. In this 
paper, the focus is on event detection, occupant counting and identity 
recognition, as illustrated in Fig. 1 within the dashed box. 

Fig. 1. Framework for occupant detection and 
localization. STDmax,f is the maximum standard de-
viation from all sensors of a running window 
through a decomposed and reconstructed signal at 
frequency range f . DTf is detection threshold that 
corresponds to frequency range f . CWT is contin-
uous wavelet transform, SVM is support vector ma-
chine and CNN is convolutional neural network. 
EDMF is error-domain model falsification. The focus 
of this paper are steps for occupant detection, clas-
sification and recognition (within dashed box).   
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3. Methodologies 

The contribution of this paper is composed of four parts: event 
detection and signal extraction, event classification, occupant counting 
and identity recognition using floor-vibration measurements. 

3.1. Event-detection and signal-extraction strategies 

Floor-vibration measurements may include various activities 
including footstep-impact events (from one or multiple occupants) and 
other activities that result from interactions between occupants and the 
indoor environment (such as door closing, chair dragging and dropping 
objects). High levels of ambient noise may undermine detection of 
events that have low amplitudes and thus, a low SNR. Moreover, length 
of a signal that characterizes the vibrational response of the structure to 
an impact event (event-signal duration) depends on the type of event 
and on the walking gait of occupants. For example, the walking gait of 
occupants (and thus the impact on the floor) changes with their mood, 
shoe type and walking speed, resulting in variability in measured signals 
and even in event-signal durations. The first step of the framework in-
volves detecting all possible events from recorded vibration measure-
ments and subsequently, extracting the relevant event signals. 

3.1.1. Event-detection strategy 
Event-detection strategy is intended to capture the occurrence times 

of possible events within the vibration measurement. Occurrence time of 
an event defines the signal segment that contains prominent magnitudes 
(from all sensors) of an event signal. Since footstep impacts generate 
non-stationary waves that travel through the floor slab, the event- 
detection strategy utilizes information from multiple frequency com-
ponents of floor-vibration measurements [68]. In Fig. 2, the relevant 
steps involved in event-detection are outlined. 

Event detection starts with signal processing, as illustrated by the 
upper dashed box in Fig. 2. The frequency range that contains the 
fundamental bending modes of the structure is assessed using ambient 
vibrations. Prominent peaks in the first singular values of the cross- 
power spectral density (CPSD) [69] help to delimit the range with 
most energy contribution. This frequency range is then divided into at 
least four equivalent and overlapping ranges to cover the fundamental 
vertical modes of the structure. The measured signal is then decomposed 
using continuous wavelet transform (CWT) [70] and reconstructed using 
inverse wavelet transform (IWT) at these frequency ranges. 

Depending on the type of event, the frequency ranges that are most 
useful to differentiate between ambient vibrations and events may not 
be the same. Also, since occupants strike the floor differently, their 

Fig. 2. Event detection is composed of a signal-processing part and an event-occurrence time determination part.  
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footstep impacts activate unequally several bending modes of the 
structure. Thus, careful selection of multiple frequency ranges has po-
tential to enhance the detection of events characterized by low SNR that 
may be hidden by ambient noise. 

The Morlet wavelet [71] is chosen as mother wavelet in CWT due to 
its shape similarity with the footstep impact signal [45]. Signal- 
decomposition using CWT is based on comparing the recorded vibra-
tion signal with varying scaling factors of the chosen mother wavelet. 
Thus, the signal is decomposed in the time domain. Subsequently, the 
reconstruction of the signal within a specific frequency range is carried 
out using IWT through combining information contained at the corre-
sponding scales. 

Experimental studies have revealed that walking frequency varies 
between 1.4 Hz and 2.5 Hz [42,72]. Thus, each decomposed signal is 
segmented into windows with a length 0.2 s moving with an increment 
of 0.1 s. The duration of the moving window corresponds to half of the 
minimum time between two footsteps (0.4 s). 

The standard deviation of measured vibrations is taken as metric for 
event detection since it is correlated to the energy of the signal. Standard 
deviations calculated for data windows of the measured responses helps 
find abrupt variations in data due to peaks. The maximum standard 
deviation from all sensors (STDmax,f ) is assessed for each segment of 
decomposed and reconstructed signals at frequency range f (see signal 
processing part in Fig. 2). This operation is repeated for each frequency 
range. 

Similarly, ambient vibration measurements are decomposed at the 
same frequency ranges, in order to establish detection thresholds (DTf ) 
for all frequency ranges. DTf is defined based on computing STDmax,f 

values of segmented and decomposed ambient vibration signal at fre-
quency range f . For each frequency range, the maximum value of the 
resulting STDmax,f values is taken to be a DTf . 

STDmax,f values assessed for each frequency range are then used to 
detect event signals within the captured vibration measurement (see 
event-occurrence time determination part in Fig. 2). A local maximum 
resulting from STDmax,f values corresponds to a signal segment that 
contains prominent magnitudes (from all sensors) of an event signal. 
Thus, local maxima resulting from STDmax,f values that exceed DTf over 
at least one decomposed signal indicate the occurrence times of possible 
events (see Fig. 2). Moreover, each local maximum has to be defined at 
least within an interval of 0.4 s, which defines the minimum time be-
tween two footsteps when an occupant walks at maximum speed of 2.5 
Hz. 

A signal segment that corresponds to an occurrence time of a possible 
event serves to extract the event signal at each sensor location (see 
Section 3.1.2). The objective of the signal extraction is to determine 
dynamically the starting and ending times of a detected event signal. 
The signal-extraction operation is incorporated within the event- 
detection strategy. Indeed, event-occurrence times resulting from local 
maxima from STDmax,f values for each decomposed and reconstructed 
signal are not equivalent. Each decomposed and reconstructed signal 
may have different occurrence time pointing to a same event. Thus, in 
order to avoid extracting the same event signal, the event-occurrence 
time has to be greater than the ending time of the last extracted event 
signal (see event-occurrence time determination part in Fig. 2). This 
operation is investigated starting from the second detected event. 
Occupant detection strategy is operational until all signal segments of 
the vibration measurements are explored. 

3.1.2. Signal-extraction strategy 
Event extraction dynamically ascertains starting and ending times of 

detected-event signals. It has been shown through empirical studies that 
a decomposed signal at a frequency range greater than the first natural 
frequency of the structure provides better event delimitation in the time 
domain [68]. Thus, STDmax,f values of the decomposed signal at a fre-
quency range greater than the first natural frequency of the structure are 

used as inputs for event extraction. 
Event detection serves to define the occurrence time of an event (see 

Fig. 2). The captured occurrence time of an event corresponds to a signal 
segment that contains only the prominent magnitudes (from all sensors) 
of the event signal (see Fig. 2). A signal segment that corresponds to a 
detected event corresponds to a local maximum of STDmax,f values. 
Accordingly, previous and succeeding signal segments from the local 
maximum contain information of the starting and ending times of a 
detected event signal. Therefore, starting and ending times of a detected 
event signal are determined using a backward and forward search in 
STDmax,f values from the local maximum that defines the detected event. 

In Fig. 3, signal segment e corresponds to an occurrence time of a 
detected event and is used as a reference. Let STDmax,f (e) be the 
maximum standard deviation from all sensors calculated for the refer-
ence signal segment e (see Fig. 3). For a signal segment i, preceding the 
segment e, if the standard deviation STDmax,f (i) is higher than 
STDmax,f (e), then the event-starting time is in signal segment i. Other-
wise, the current STDmax,f (i) value becomes equal to the reference 
STDmax,f (e) value and the comparison is repeated with its previous one 
(e = i and i = i − 1). Similarly, for a signal segment j, succeeding the 
segment e, if the standard deviation STDmax,f (j) is higher than 
STDmax,f (e), then the event-ending time is in signal segment j. Otherwise, 
the current STDmax,f (j) value becomes equal to the reference STDmax,f (e)
value and the comparison is repeated with its succeeding one (e = j and 
j = j+ 1). In order to avoid searching indefinitely for the starting or the 
ending time of a detect event, to the maximum duration of a footstep 
event is fixed as 0.7 s (derived from the minimum walking speed of 1.4 
steps per second). 

The signal-extraction operation is also capable of capturing the 
starting time of the detected event when this information is contained in 
the signal segment e while STDmax,f (i) is higher than STDmax,f (e). This is 
due to the overlap during signal segmentation, which is equal to half of 
the running window (0.1 s in Section 3.1.1). This overlap also allows 
capture of the signal ending time event when the signal segment j con-
tains parts of the next event vibrations. 

Subsequently, the sums of the absolute values of the amplitudes of 
the raw signal of all sensors are computed for the signals delimited by 
segments i and j. A moving average using a Gaussian-weighted function 
[73] is applied to assess the trend of the resulting sums within the seg-
ments i and j. This allows determination of the trend of the resulting 
sums. The weighted moving average uses a convolution of a moving 
window over data points with a weighting function (such as Gaussian- 
weighted function). Minimum values of the resulting trends (bounded 
by signal segments i and j) define the starting and the ending times of a 
detected event. The detected event signal is finally extracted separately 
for all sensor locations. 

This set of operations provides a method for dynamic selection of the 
starting and the ending time of impact events from vibration measure-
ments, which is an improvement upon methods that apply a fixed 
window length [45,68]. Moreover, these strategies are suitable to 
extract event signals from overlapping signals resulting from multiple 
occupants walking together on a floor. Therefore, this leads to accurate 
delimitation of event signals for applications such as event classification, 
counting the number occupants and recognition of occupant identities. 

3.2. Event-classification strategy 

Floor-vibration measurements contain footstep-impact events that 
are often affected by ambient activities due to the interaction of occu-
pants with the indoor environment (such as door closing, chair dragging 
or dropping objects) as well as external activities (traffic, wind, etc.). 
Thus, a supervised learning technique based on binary-SVM is used to 
distinguish between footstep and non-footstep event signals. It has been 
shown that SVM classifiers provide good performance with small 
training sets with respect to feature numbers compared with neural- 
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network-based methods [40,63]. A binary-SVM classifier is trained with 
footstep and non-footstep events to improve accuracy and prevent miss- 
classification of spurious impulses as footstep events when compared 
with one-class SVM. 

Feature extraction from raw event signals is a crucial step to perform 
classification-based methods. Since impact-event signals are influenced 
by the natural vibration modes of structures, features are assessed in 
time and frequency domains to effectively differentiate between foot-
step and non-footstep events [46]. Frequency-domain metrics that are 
used include the frequency value that corresponds to the maximum of 
the first singular values of CPSD of all sensors (FSVmax) and the centroid 
of first singular values of CPSD (CCPSD). Time-domain metrics include 
standard deviation (σ), maximum difference in amplitudes (Δamp), root- 
mean-square (RMS), kurtosis (Kr) and median (Md) of the entire event 
signal. These time-domain metrics are assessed for decomposed and 
reconstructed event signals at various frequency ranges using CWT and 
IWT. The frequency band that vibration sensors can provide is divided 
into equivalent ranges with an overlap to cover signal components from 
low-to-high frequency ranges. The size of each frequency range and 

overlap is determined based on engineering judgment through several 
tests. The maximum values of all sensors as well as the average values of 
all sensors are recorded for all time-domain metrics. 

Time-domain metrics assessed at specific frequency ranges that 
maximize the discrepancy between footstep and non-footstep event 
classes are selected as features for classification. Selection of appropriate 
frequency range for each time-domain metric is carried out using null- 
hypothesis based on the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test [74]. For a given 
time-domain metric that is assessed for decomposed signals at a certain 
frequency range, the null-hypothesis test is rejected when footstep and 
non-footstep data are from different distributions with a predefined level 
of confidence (typically 5%). Otherwise, the two data populations are 
defined to be from the same distribution. Null-hypothesis based on 
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test is used to estimate the discrepancy level be-
tween footstep and non-footstep populations for each time-domain 
metric and for each frequency range. Therefore, for each time-domain 
metric, the frequency range that has the highest discrepancy level be-
tween footstep and non-footstep populations is selected. 

Time-domain metrics may be correlated, which leads to redundant 

Fig. 3. Event extraction strategy is used to identify dynamically the starting and the ending times of a detected event signal.  
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information in the training process. Thus, correlation coefficients are 
assessed based on the Pearson linear-correlation method [75] between 
every two time-domain metrics. Highly correlated metrics (above 90%) 
are disregarded. 

3.2.1. Support vector Machine (SVM) 
SVM classifier infers the optimal decision boundary that maximizes 

the distance between data sets and the separating hyperplane 
[48,76,77]. For example, for two-class training data set, an SVM 
learning starts with transforming the input data into a higher dimen-
sional space by means of a kernel function such as Polynomial, Gaussian 
and Radial basis functions. Then, an optimal separating hyperplane is 
constructed between the two classes in the higher-dimensional space by 
minimizing an objective function. The choice of a kernel function is not 
subjected to any rules. One kernel function may provide better classi-
fication performance than another over given the initial data set. Thus, 
testing of several kernel functions is recommended. 

3.3. Occupant-counting strategy 

The occupant-counting strategy is intended to determine the number 
of occupants walking together on the floor slab using a multi-class SVM 
classification. A multi-class training set contains features from vibration 
signals from one and multiple people walking together on the floor slab. 
In real-life applications, multiple people walk regularly at the same time 
on the same floor-slab. The resulting floor-vibration measurements 
include a superposition of the structural responses from multiple occu-
pants walking with their own speed on their respective trajectory. Thus, 
footstep impacts of multiple people may be: 1) fully synchronized; 2) off- 
synchronized, leading to overlapping signals; and 3) staggered, leading 
to non-overlapping signals [59]. 

Footstep-induced floor-vibrations from a single or multiple occu-
pants (synchronized, off-synchronized or staggered footstep impacts) 
are altered by the structure and depend on their footstep-impact loca-
tions. Despite the influence of the structure on the vibration measure-
ments, floor vibrations at a sensor locations present higher amplitudes 
when the footstep impact is in close distance. Therefore, a cross- 
correlation between event signals at all sensor locations from the same 
footstep-event has the potential to infer the number of occupants on the 
floor. 

Cross-correlation coefficients between event signals at all sensor lo-
cations from each footstep event are used as features to count the 
number of occupants on the floor using an SVM classifier. These co-
efficients are computed as the pair-wise correlation of velocity ampli-
tudes of each footstep event captured at each sensor location. The cross- 
correlation coefficient matrix is calculated based on the Pearson linear- 
correlation method [75]. 

In addition, most of the footstep impacts from multiple people 
walking on the same floor area are off-synchronized, as shown by [78]. 
This results in overlapping floor responses, gathering the contribution of 
each occupant. Since the standard deviation (σ) values and the power 
spectral density (PSD) of event signals are correlated to the impact force 
induced by footsteps at a sensor [65], σ values and maximum PSD of 
overlapping signals induced by multiple occupants have higher magni-
tudes than those from single occupants. Thus, apart from cross- 
correlation coefficients between event signals measured at multiple 
sensors, including σ values of event signals recorded at each sensor 
location and maximum CPSD of all sensors as features have the potential 
to increase the classification performance to determine the number of 
occupants walking on the floor. 

3.4. Occupant-recognition strategy 

The objective of occupant recognition is to ascertain the identity of 
occupants based on the floor vibrations. Thus, non-intrusive occupant 
recognition can be performed. While this may not be acceptable in care- 

home and office contexts due to privacy concerns, security contexts, 
such as banks and computer areas may benefit. Convolutional neural 
network (CNN) classification is applied to the vibrations generated by 
occupants walking on a floor slab (see Section 2). CNN has emerged as a 
powerful supervised learning approach for pattern recognition 
[60,63,79]. Inspired by pattern recognition, footstep-impact signatures 
of multiple people, captured by several sensors, are used as inputs to 
train the CNN classification. Occupant recognition is tested using three 
CNN classification models and compared with a shallow NN (traditional 
NN) classifier. 

3.4.1. Convolutional neural network (CNN) 
CNNs are artificial neural networks (NNs) that use convolution 

instead of general matrix multiplication in the presence of multilayer 
perceptrons and fully connected networks [63]. Fully connected net-
works have each neuron in one layer connected to all neurons in the next 
layer. Fully connected networks in traditional NN involve the interac-
tion between each input unit with each output unit, which makes them 
prone to overfitting. Overfitting happens when a learning model cap-
tures the small variation along with the underlying pattern in data. 
CNNs are more efficient in terms of memory and computational-time 
requirements compared with traditional NNs. This is because CNNs 
have sparse interactions between input and output units through picking 
important features from input data using kernel-based filters. 

A convolutional network layer accommodates three-step processing 
[63]. The input instance is first subjected to several convolutions using a 
kernel-based filter (size of the kernel has to be smaller than the size of 
the input instance) providing a set of linear activations (kernel-based 
filtering results). Subsequently, a nonlinear activation function such as 
Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) [80] is applied to each linear activation. 
Finally, a pooling operation, which is a down-sampling strategy in CNN 
such as max-pooling or average-pooling is used to reduce the dimen-
sionality of the convolutional filter output. Applying successive con-
volutional layers within a CNN architecture allows extracting high-level 
features from the input instance and leads to a better understanding of 
the data set. 

For classification purposes, the outputs of the convolutional layers 
are flattened, leading to down-sampling of the convolutional outputs 
into a one-dimensional feature vector [81]. The flattened layer is then 
connected to regular NN dense layers that end with a class label layer. 

3.4.2. Convolutional layers 
The CNN classifier for occupant-recognition strategy is defined by 

two-dimensional convolutional architecture. Convolutional layers 
constitute the skeleton of the CNN. Footstep-event signals from all 
sensors are connected to two successive convolutional layers (i.e. filters) 
using a window (i.e. kernel). Resulting convolutional outputs are eval-
uated using a ReLU activation function. Also, a max-pooling operation is 
used to reduce the dimensionality of each convolutional output layer. 
Finally, a flattened layer is used to convert the output data into a one- 
dimensional layer. 

The flattened output is then fed to a feed-forward neural network and 
back-propagation that are applied to every neuron for each iteration of 
training. Over a series of epochs (i.e. iterations), the model can distin-
guish dominating features within input patterns and classify them using 
the Softmax classification technique. The Softmax function produces 
probability-like predictions for each class (occupant identity) [82–84]. 
The choice behind the window size of each layer is inferred based on 
repetitive tests and trials. No fixed rules are available to define these 
window sizes. 

3.4.3. CNN model #1 
CNN model #1, as illustrated in Fig. 4, is trained based on separate 

footstep events as input patterns. These input patterns are processed 
through convolutional layers. A cross-entropy loss function [84] (i.e. 
error function or objective function that tends to minimize the 
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classification error) is used to evaluate the performance of the classifi-
cation model in every epoch in order to determine the best classifier 
parameters. 

3.4.4. CNN model #2 
CNN model #2 is characterized by rearranging the data set into 

couples of two succeeding footstep events as shown in Fig. 5. Each 
footstep event of each couple is processed in parallel through the con-
volutional layers. Each flatten layer is then connected to a dense layer 
using ReLU activation functions. The two dense layers are subsequently 
concatenated. The resulting layer is finally connected to the main output 
layer using Softmax activation function. 

3.4.5. CNN model #3 
CNN model #3 is defined by the same architecture as the CNN model 

#2 (see Fig. 5). In addition to CNN model #2, the training process of the 
learning algorithm of the CNN model #3 is performed through mini-
mizing a multi-objective function. The multi-objective function includes 
weighted losses from convolutional outputs #1 and #2, that correspond 
to the succeeding footstep events as well as the main output loss (see 
Fig. 5). Weights of 0.5 are attributed to convolutional outputs #1 and #2 
and 1.0 to the main output. 

4. Application to full-scale floor-slabs 

Two full-scale structures, which are used for validation, are 
described in Sections 4.1 and 4.2. Occupant activities within these 
structures are measured and methodologies described in Section 3 have 
been applied for event detection, occupant counting and occupant 
recognition. 

4.1. Description of Case Study 1 

Detection of occupants, signal extraction and occupant counting in 
Sections 3.1 and 3.3 are tested on the full-scale floor-slab [66], shown in 
Fig. 6. The full-scale multi-story building is located in Singapore 
(approximate floor area is 950 m2). The test area is approximately 600 
m2. The floor is a continuous reinforced-concrete slab. Ten concrete 
columns as well as several reinforced-concrete walls support the floor 
slab as shown in Fig. 6. The concrete slab is 25 cm thick and is covered 
by a linoleum finishing. Uni-directional reinforced-concrete beams 
connect the slab with the concrete columns (see section A-A in Fig. 6). 
Several masonry and plasterboard walls are used for separation 
purposes. 

The floor is instrumented with eight low-cost uni-directional vibra-
tion sensors (Geophones SM-24 by I/O Sensor Nederland) to measure 
vertical velocity-response of the slab (one sensor per ~ 75 m2). These 
sensors (25.4 mm diameter − 32 mm height) are low-distortion 

Fig. 4. CNN model #1 contains a dense layer that is connected to the convolutional layers. ReLU activation function is used for the dense layer. The dense layer is 
connected to an output layer that assimilates the identity of occupants (On) using Softmax activation function. 

Fig. 5. CNN models #2 and #3 are trained with a data set that contains couples of succeeding footstep events. Each footstep event of each couple is processed in 
parallel through the convolutional layers. Each flatten layer is connected to a dense layer using ReLU activation function. The two dense layers are concatenated. The 
resulting layer is connected to the main output layer that assimilates the identity of occupants (On) using Softmax activation function. 
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geophones (less than 0.1%) with a bandwidth up to 240 Hz. Sensors are 
placed at locations where the fundamental bending modes are assumed 
to have largest amplitudes. These locations are assumed to have high 
SNR signals. All sensors are wired to an acquisition unit (NI USB-6003) 
that is used to capture the vertical vibration measurements with a 
sampling rate of 1000 Hz. 

Measurements are recorded for three occupants walking on the floor 
slab individually and following six trajectories (both directions; back 
and forth) as illustrated in Fig. 6. All occupants walk while wearing 
various types of shoes (with hard, intermediate or soft soles). The three 
occupants weigh between 75 and 93 kg. Moreover, measurements are 
recorded for two occupants walking simultaneously following eight 
trajectory configurations (both directions; back and forth), as explained 
in Table 1. 

Single occupants walking along six trajectories (both directions) (see 
Fig. 6) as well as eight trajectory configurations of two occupants 
walking together (see Table 1) are used for testing the strategies 
described in Sections 3.1 and 3.3. Walks along these trajectories are 
repeated several times. During these walks, the occupant moves with 
self-selected step length and speed. The walking speed (in terms of steps 
per second) is estimated to be between 1.5 Hz and 1.8 Hz using mea-
surements. During the walking tests, the participants count their steps. 

The average velocity is removed prior to data analysis in order to 
withdraw the spurious offset from the non-calibrated sensors. Based on 
ambient vibration measurements, the modes of the structure with most 
energy contribution to vertical bending have frequencies between 5 and 

30 Hz. The fundamental bending mode of the structure is contained 
within the frequency range of 9–11 Hz. Floor vibrations are contami-
nated by electrical devices (such as fans) that run at a fixed frequency of 
50 Hz. Thus, a Butterworth stop-band filter [85] is used to remove the 
frequency band between 49 and 51 Hz. The goal of filtering is to enhance 
the SNR of the footstep-event signals. 

4.2. Description of case study 2 

The utility of strategies explained in Sections 3.1, 3.2 and 3.4 for 
occupant detection, signal extraction, event classification and occupant 
recognition is further demonstrated using a second full-scale case study. 
This case study involves a reinforced concrete slab (approximately 100 
m2) supported by steel beams, as shown in Fig. 7. The multi-story 
building is located in Switzerland. The slab is 20 cm thick covered by 
a linoleum finishing. The steel frame is composed of five H-beams in the 
north, west and east ends and 12 I-beams. Six steel columns support the 
part of the structure that has been instrumented for occupant localiza-
tion. A non-structural wall made of plasterboard is above the structure 
on the east end. The lower half of the west end of the slab is connected to 
prefabricated structural walls made of reinforced concrete. The 
remaining parts of the slab are joined to masonry walls. 

The vertical vibrations are measured with the same sensors and 
acquisition unit as for Case Study 1. Sensor locations were chosen to 
cover the two-thirds of the space (a sensor per ~ 10 m2), as shown in 
Fig. 7. Processing the ambient vibration measurements, the modes with 
most energy contribution to vertical bending are delimited by the fre-
quency range of 15–40 Hz (see Section 3.1). The fundamental bending 
modes of the floor slab is contained within the frequency range of 15–18 
Hz. 

Measurements are carried out for five people walking individually 
(without fixing speed and impact locations) along a fixed trajectory (see 
Fig. 7) to train and test the event classification strategy. Measurements 
are taken for occupants walking along the trajectory without fixing the 
precise footstep-impact locations, without fixing the number of steps 
and without fixing the walking speed (steps per second). All measure-
ments are repeated several times. Occupants are estimated to weigh 
between 60 and 90 kg. In addition, vibrations are recorded for other 
activities, such as book-dropping, chair-dragging, hand and mug 

Fig. 6. Case Study 1. Detection of occupants, signal extraction and occupant counting are tested on a full-scale concrete slab (~950 m2). Bi-directional trajectories of 
single occupants walking along six trajectories are used for testing. The same trajectories are used for two occupants walking simultaneously (see Table 1). 

Table 1 
Trajectory combinations for two occupants walking simultaneously on the floor 
of Case Study 1. FS is footstep, T is trajectory and X is departure point (see 
Fig. 6).  

Configuration Occupant/Trajectory 

1 O1: T6 from X6 - O3: T3 from X1 
2 O1: T2 from X2 - O3: T1 from X1 
3 O1: T3 from X4 - O3: T3 from X1 
4 O1: T6 from X5 (After 4 FSs) - O3: T6 from X5 
5 O1: T6 from X5 (After 6 FSs) - O3: T6 from X5 
6 O2: T6 from X5 (After 4 FSs) - O3: T6 from X5 
7 O1: T3 from X1 (After 4 FSs) - O2: T1 from X3 
8 O2: T3 from X1 (After 4 FSs) - O1: T3 from X1  
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impacts on a table as well as opening and closing of doors. These non- 
footstep events are typical activities that occur in office environments. 
A second data set that contains vibration measurement induced by chair- 
dragging, opening/closing-door, footstep events from two other occu-
pants (not involved in the training data) as well as jumping events are 
used for testing the classifier. This second data set is not used in the 
training phase. 

Additional measurements have been carried out for five occupants 
walking individually along a fixed trajectory (see Fig. 7) multiple times 
to test the occupant-recognition strategy. Measurements refer to mea-
surements of walking occupants with fixed footstep-impact locations 
and fixed walking speeds. Measurements are recorded for footsteps at 28 
fixed locations separated by 75 cm (step length). Each occupant repeats 
the walks with two types of shoes (hard-and-soft soled shoes) and five 
walking speeds. Walking speeds are 1.4 Hz; 1.6 Hz; 1.8 Hz; 2 Hz and 2.2 
Hz. Measurements along the trajectory being tested are repeated on 
average 15 times for each occupant, wearing a particular shoe type and 
walking at a controlled speed. For each of the five occupants, wearing 
two types of shoes and walking at 5-speed levels, an average of 150 
measurement iterations are carried out. 

4.3. Event-detection results 

For event detection, information from low-frequency components of 
floor-vibration measurements is incorporated to determine the occur-
rence time of possible events (see Section 3.1.1). The frequency band 
that contains the modes with most energy contribution to vertical 
bending of each structure (see Sections 4.1 and 4.2) is divided into 
equivalent ranges of 10 Hz with an overlap of 5 Hz (see Section 3.1). 
Thus, vibration measurements from Case Study 1 are decomposed into 
frequency ranges of 5–15 Hz, 10–20 Hz, 15–25 Hz and 20–30 Hz. Vi-
bration measurements from Case Study 2 are decomposed at frequency 
ranges of 15–25 Hz, 20–30 Hz, 25–35 Hz and 30–40 Hz. These de-
compositions help focus on the frequency components that are influ-
enced by impact events. 

Example of velocity time series from one sensor, for an occupant 

walking on the slabs of case studies 1 and 2 are shown in Figure 8 a1 and 
a2. These measurements are used to illustrate the application of the 
proposed event-detection operation for both case studies. In Figure 8 a1 
and a2, dashed lines represent three standard deviations of the ambient 
noise. Data points in Figure 8, b1 and b2, are STDmax,r values corre-
sponding to data windows with fixed length and fixed increments. 

Data points in Figure 8, c1 and d1, are STDmax,f values that are 
assessed over the segmented and decomposed vibration signal from Case 
Study 1. In this example, vibration signals that are decomposed and 
reconstructed at frequency ranges of 5–15 Hz and 20–30 Hz are only 
presented in Figure 8, c1 and d1. Data points in Figure 8, c2 and d2, are 
STDmax,f values that are assessed over the segmented and decomposed 
vibration signal from Case Study 2. The vibration signals shown in 
Figure 8, c2 and d2, are decomposed and reconstructed at frequency 
ranges of 15–25 Hz and 30–40 Hz. These frequency ranges are selected 
for illustration reasons. 

Dashed lines in Figure 8, c1, c2, d1 and d2, are DTf values that are 
assessed at their corresponding frequency ranges (see Section 3.1.1). 
Triangular pointers in Fig. 8 represent local maxima that indicate the 
occurrence time of detected impact events (see Fig. 2). 

STDmax,r values resulting from a moving window over the non- 
processed signal from Case Study 1 do not lead to the detection of the 
first four impact events since STDmax,r values are below the threshold of 
three standard deviations of the ambient noise (see arrows in Figure 8, 
b1). Thus, events with low SNR signals cannot be detected, which leads 
to inaccurate event detection. Since vibration measurements are influ-
enced by the structure, STDmax,f values of the decomposed and recon-
structed signal at a frequency range that contains the first bending mode 
of the structure (see Figure 8, c1 and c2) are similar to those of the non- 
processed signal. 

STDmax,f values that are assessed over the decomposed signal at a 
frequency range that contains the first bending mode of the structure, as 
shown by arrows in Figure 8, c1, are insufficient to detect the first three 
footstep events. This is due to STDmax,f values that are below the DTf . 
However, these events are differentiable from ambient vibrations at 
higher frequency ranges, as illustrated in Figure 8, d1. Moreover, 
STDmax,f values that are assessed over the decomposed signal at a fre-
quency range that contains the first bending mode of the structure from 
Case Study 2 do not guarantee the detection of the seventh and the tenth 
impact events (see circles in Figure 8, c2). However, STDmax,f values that 
correspond to the seventh and the tenth impact events of the decom-
posed signal at higher frequency range (see Figure 8, d2) significantly 
exceed the DTf . 

STDmax,f values of the decomposed signal segments at a high- 
frequency range of 30–40 Hz do not lead to the detection of the third 
impact event (see arrow in Figure 8, d2), whereas STDmax,f values of the 
decomposed signal segments at the first bending mode of the structure 
lead to accurate detection of this event, as illustrated in Figure 8, c2. 
Detection is successful if any frequency range indicates that the 
threshold has been exceeded. Thus, combining information from 
decomposed signals at several frequency ranges helps the event detec-
tion strategy reduce false negatives (undetected events), leading to ac-
curate event detection. 

Event detection is successfully tested to ascertain more than 24,000 
footstep and non-footstep events on both case studies. For example, out 
of 2605 footstep events for Case Study 1, less than 1% of the events are 
not detected and less than 1% of the detected events are incorrect (see 
Table 2). Similarly, undetected events and incorrectly detected events 
are less than 1% of the number of footstep events (1854 footstep im-
pacts) for Case Study 2 (see Table 2). Incorrect detection is due to the 
presence of additional local maxima in STDmax,f values or incorrect 
signal extraction. These additional local maxima in STDmax,f values 
result in additional vibrations in the dynamic response of event signals. 
These additional vibrations may be caused by ambient activities or re-
flected waves from boundary conditions. Incorrect signal extraction 

Fig. 7. Case Study 2. Occupant detection, event classification and occupant 
recognition are tested on a full-scale concrete slab supported by multiple steel 
beams (~100 m2). Measurements have been carried out from seven people 
walking individually along a fixed trajectory. Book-dropping, chair-dragging, 
hand and mug impacts on a table, opening/closing-door events and jumping 
events have been recorded. 
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results in incorrect determination of the ending time of detected event 
signal (see Section 3.1.2). As each trajectory is composed of several 
footsteps, this detection accuracy of at least 99% is deemed sufficient. 
Moreover, no more than two false negatives or false positives are present 
within a single trajectory measurement of a person walking for both case 
studies. Therefore, accurate event detection is achieved through 
combining information from multiple frequency components of mea-
surement vibrations. 

Despite the accuracy of occupant detection when involving STDmax,f 
values of floor vibrations at multiple frequency components in these 

cases, the event-detection strategy may show limitations when applied 
to other building structures that are characterized by assemblies of 
prefabricated elements and the presence of thick and highly dissipating 
floor finishing materials. 

4.4. Signal-extraction results 

The goal of event extraction is to determine the starting and ending 
times (no fixed duration of events) of detected event signals (see Fig. 3 in 
Section 3.1.2). In Fig. 9, an illustration of the steps involved in 

Fig. 8. (a1 to d1) example of event-detection results from vibrations generated by a walking occupant captured at one sensor location from Case Study 1 (see Fig. 6). 
(a2 to d2) example of event-detection results from vibrations generated by a walking occupant captured at one sensor location from Case Study 2 (see Fig. 7). 

Table 2 
Number of undetected and incorrectly detected events for each trajectory of single occupants walking on the floors of Case Studies 1 and 2 (see Figs. 6 and 7).   

Trajectory Occupant Average number of events per test Total number of events Undetected events Incorrect detection 

Case Study 1 1 O1 
O2 
O3 

31 
28 
32 

250 
168 
186 

0 
2 
0 

1 
0 
0 

2 O1 24 240 0 0 
3 O1 

O2 
33 
31 

264 
124 

1 
0 

0 
0 

4 O1 
O3 

32 
30 

384 
120 

1 
2 

1 
0 

5 O1 
O2 

41 
39 

246 
155 

0 
0 

0 
0 

6 O1 
O2 

40 
37 

318 
150 

1 
1 

0 
0 

Case Study 2 – O1 28 526 0 0 
O2 28 379 1 1 
O3 28 449 0 2 
O4 28 242 0 1 
O5 28 258 1 6  
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delimitating the signal of a detected footstep event from vibration 
measurements for Case Study 1 is shown. Signal segment e (see Fig. 9, a) 
that corresponds to the ascertained event-occurrence time, is used to 
perform backward and forward searches in order to determine the 
starting and the ending time of the event signal, as explained in Section 
3.1.2 and Fig. 3. 

STDmax,f values of the segmented signal that is decomposed and 
recomposed at a frequency range of 20–30 Hz are used. This frequency 

range is greater than the first natural frequency of the structure (see 
Section 4.2). Signal segment e is used to perform backward and forward 
searches based STDmax,f values (see Section 3.1.2). The resulting signal 
segment i contains the starting time of the detected event signal, as 
shown in Fig. 9, b. The resulting signal segment j contains the ending 
time of the detected event signal, as shown in Fig. 9, c. 

In Fig. 9, b and c present the sum of the absolute velocities of the non- 
processed signal of all sensors, bounded by signal segments i and j, as 

Fig. 9. (a) an example of a detected event signal (at three sensor locations) resulting from the determination of signal segments i and j (see Fig. 3) that contain the 
starting and ending times of the signal. (b and c) the sum of the absolute velocities of all sensors of signal segments i and j as well as the resulting signal trends. 
Minimum values of the signal trends define the starting and the ending times of the detected event signal. (d) the extracted signal at three sensor locations. 

Fig. 10. (a) vibration measurements from two occupants walking simultaneously on the floor of case study 1 (see Fig. 6) following the first trajectory configuration 
(see Table1). (b) the extracted event signals as well as time offsets within the overlapping signals. 
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well as their corresponding signal trends. Signal trends are assessed 
based on applying a weighted moving average on the resulting absolute 
cumulative signals (see Section 3.1.2). Minimum values of the resulting 
trends define the starting and the ending times of a detected event 
signal. Finally, the detected event signal is extracted for all sensors as 
illustrated in Fig. 9, d. 

Signal extraction is carried out along with the event-detection 
operation (see Figs. 2 and 3). Signal extraction is successfully tested to 
extract footstep and non-footstep event signals from continuous vibra-
tion measurements (see Table 2). 

Signal extraction is successfully tested on measurements conducted 
by two people walking simultaneously. In Fig. 10, an example of event 
signals extracted from overlapping signals for two occupants walking 
simultaneously on the floor of Case Study 1 (see Fig. 6) is shown. The 
two occupants followed the first trajectory configuration, as defined in 
Table 1. In Fig. 10, vibration measurements at sensor locations S3 and S5 
(see Fig. 6) are illustrated. Extracted event signals are shown in Fig. 10, 
b. The signal-extraction strategy involves capturing the time offsets 
within the overlapping footstep event signals (see Fig. 10, b). The 
starting and the ending times of each extracted event signal cover 
accurately amplitudes that are contributed by footstep impacts of each 
occupant. Vibration measurements of several occupants walking 
together show that footstep events overlap to varying offsets (see Fig. 10, 
b). 

4.5. Event-Classification results 

Subsequent to event detection, the next step involves differentiating 
between footsteps and non-footstep events using the extracted vibration 
signals (see Section 2). A binary-SVM learning approach is used to 
differentiate footstep events from spurious (non-footstep) events. 
Binary-SVM classifier performance is compared with k-nearest neigh-
bors (KNN) [51] and boosted tree (BT) [53] classifiers. 

Feature selection is important in order to ensure good classification 
performance. Several metrics are assessed in time and frequency do-
mains as explained in Section 3.2. Frequency domain metrics are FSVmax 
and CCPSD (see Section 3.2) matrices. Time-domain metrics are 
maximum and average σ, Δamp, RMS, Kr and Md of event signals (see 
Section 3.2). These metrics are calculated for all sensors at various fre-
quency ranges. Event signals are decomposed using CWT and recon-
structed at equivalent frequency intervals of 20 Hz with an overlap of 10 
Hz (see Section 3.2). This covers the frequency band (10 Hz to 240 Hz) of 
vibration sensors used to instrument the floor slab (see Section 4.1). 

Time-domain metrics at specific frequency ranges that maximize the 
discrepancy between footstep and non-footstep event classes are 
selected as features for classification using null-hypothesis tests, as 
explained in Section 3.2. Metrics such as Δamp, RMS and Md are corre-
lated with the σ and therefore excluded from the training process to 
avoid overfitting. The features that are found to be useful in separating 

footsteps from other events are presented in Table 3. These features are 
average standard deviation (σmean) of all sensors of event signals at fre-
quency ranges of 10–30 Hz and 70–90 Hz, maximum kurtosis (Krmax) of 
all sensors of event signals at a frequency range of 50–70 Hz, average 
kurtosis (Krmean) of all sensors of event signals at a frequency range of 
90–110 Hz as well as FSVmax and CCPSD. Classification performances 
using the selected frequency ranges for time-domain features (see 
Table 3) are compared with classifiers trained using data from raw-event 
signals. 

A dataset composed of measurements from Case Study 2 that 
correspond to five people walking separately along a trajectory (see 
Fig. 7) multiple times is used to train and test the classifiers. Since the 
adopted strategy is based on a binary-SVM classifier, non-footstep events 
including book-dropping, chair-dragging, hand and mug impacts on a 
table as well as opening and closing of doors have been measured and 
used to train the event classification learning. The data set is composed 
of 1853 footstep events and 390 non-footstep events. The data set is 
randomly split into 75% for training and 25% for validation. These ra-
tios for training and validation are chosen based on the available 
number of measurements. A second data set that contains vibration 
measurement induced by chair-dragging, opening and closing of doors 
as well as footsteps and jumps of two additional occupants, which have 
not been involved in the training data, are used to test the classifier 
performance. The second data set, measured on another day on the same 
slab, includes 169 footstep events and 42 non-footstep events. 

The performance scores (accuracy, precision, recall and F1) of the 
SVM classifier, which is compared with KNN and BT classifiers are 
presented in Table 4. The features used for training KNN and BT clas-
sifiers are presented in Table 3. A Gaussian kernel is used to train the 
binary-SVM classifier since it provides better performance compared 
with other kernels. 

Accuracy is the number of correct predictions divided by the total 
number of predictions. Accuracy score is calculated using Eq. 1. In Eq. 1, 
TP is true positives that present correct classification of footstep events, 
TN is true negatives that present correct classification of non-footstep 
events, FP is false positives that present incorrect classification of non- 
footstep events as footsteps, FN is false negatives that present incor-
rect classification of footstep events as non-footstep events. Precision is 
the proportion of the number of correct classifications of footstep events 
(TP) from all events classified as footstep events (TP+ FP). Precision 
score is calculated using Eq. 2. Recall is the proportion of the number of 
correct classifications of footstep events (TP) from all footstep events. 
Recall score is calculated using Eq. 3. F1score is the overall performance 
metric that reflects the classifier model’s ability to distinguish between 
footstep and non-footstep events. F1 score is calculated using Eq. 4. Type 
I and II errors are used for further comparison between classification 
approaches. Type I error is the rate of footstep events that are identified 
as non-footstep events. Type II error is the rate of non-footstep events 
that are identified as footstep events. 

Accuracy =
TN + TP

TP + TN + FP + FN
(1)  

Precision =
TP

TP + FP
(2)  

Recall =
TP

TP + FN
(3)  

F1 = 2
Precision*Recall

Precision + Recall
(4) 

Binary-SVM classifier, trained using raw and decomposed signals at 
selected frequency ranges, provides similar prediction performance as 
KNN and BT classifiers. For example, the overall performance as defined 
by F1 score (see Eq.4) exceeds 95% in most cases. Predictions obtained 
using a test dataset show that binary-SVM classifiers based on decom-
posed and raw signals perform better than KNN and BT classifiers. Thus, 

Table 3 
Metrics that maximize the discrepancy between foot-
step and non-footstep event classes are selected as 
features for classification. Null-hypothesis tests of each 
time-domain metric (assessed at various frequency 
ranges) have been conducted to select the frequency 
ranges that best differentiates footsteps from other 
events (see Section 3.2).  

Feature Frequency range 

σmean  [10 –30] Hz 
σmean  [70–90] Hz 
Krmax  [50 –70] Hz 
Krmean  [90–110] Hz 
CCPSD  All frequencies 
FSVmax  All frequencies  
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binary-SVM classifier provides better generalization than KNN and BT 
classifiers. 

Event classification using binary-SVM is less sensitive to type I and 
type II errors compared with KNN and BT classifiers. Also, using raw 
signals for training increases type II errors for all tested classifiers. Thus, 
feature selection using null-hypothesis tests at various frequency ranges 
helps improve classifier performance. Therefore, event-classification 
performance is enhanced by selecting appropriate frequency compo-
nents of vibration measurements. Although the data sets that are used to 
train and validate the binary-SVM result in good event classification, 
vibration measurements from other floor configurations, other spurious 
sources, and footstep events from multiple occupants may affect the 
classification performance. 

4.6. Occupant-counting results 

Occupant counting, as explained in Section 3.3, has been tested with 
footstep-induced vibration measurements from several participants 
walking on the floor of Case Study 1 (see Fig. 6). All occupants have been 
either walking alone (single occupants) or together (two occupants), 
following multiple trajectories (see Table 1). 

The data set for occupant counting includes 2597 footstep events 
from single occupants and 1452 events from two people walking 
together. The data set is randomly split into 75% for training and 25% 
for validation based on the available number of measurements (see 
Section 4.5). Counting the number of occupants using the binary-SVM 
classifier is performed on processed footstep-event signals. Measured 
signals are processed using a stop-band filter to enhance their SNR 
regarding noise from electrical devices (see Section 4.1). 

Two feature classes are used to train the learning algorithm. The 
feature class #1 includes only cross-correlation coefficients between 
signals between sensors while the feature class #2 includes the standard 
deviation (σ) of events signals recorded at each sensor and the maximum 
CPSD along with the cross-correlation coefficients. Classification per-
formance based on the two feature classes is illustrated in Table 5 along 
with a comparison between SVM, KNN and BT classifiers. 

Accuracy, precision, recall and F1 scores, calculated using Eq. 1 to 
Eq. 4 are presented in Table 5. These metrics help to assess the perfor-
mance scores for each classifier using raw and decomposed footstep- 
event signals. Also, type I error that defines the rate of one occupant 
classified as two occupants and type II error that defines the rate of two 
occupants classified as one occupant are used for further comparison 
between classification approaches. Binary-SVM classifier to determine 
the number of occupants is trained based on several kernels such as 
linear kernel, Gaussian kernel, third-and-fourth degree polynomial 
kernels. Third-degree polynomial kernel provides best classification 
performance. 

Based on validation test (25% of data set), the binary-SVM classifier 
is able to differentiate between the presence of either one or two occu-
pants with performance scores exceeding 90% when using both feature 
classes on processed event signals for training. Binary-SVM classifier 
provides better performance scores (average increase of 7%) than KNN 
and BT classifiers. For example, when training the SVM with only cross- 
correlation coefficients, the overall prediction performance defined by 
F1 score is equal to 92% for SVM and less than 90% for KNN and BT 
classifiers (see Feature class #1 in Table 5). 

Incorporating σ values and maximum CPSD along with the cross- 
correlation coefficients (see Feature class #2 in Table 5) for training 
increases the classification performance scores with an average of 5% for 
SVM, 9% for KNN and 13% for BT. This improvement varies between 4% 
and 17% for all performance scores of all classifiers compared with using 
only cross-correlation coefficients as features (see Feature class #1 in 
Table 5). 

Using the Feature class #2 for training, fewer type II errors (two 
occupants are classified as one occupant) are produced using SVM (10%) 
compared with KNN and BT classifiers (18% and 20%). Therefore, using 
cross-correlations between footstep signals recorded at various sensors 
as features provides efficient classifier in distinguishing between one 
and two occupants. Incorporating σ values and maximum CPSD along 
with the cross-correlation coefficients enhances the performances of the 
occupant-counting classifier. 

Since the floor responses are governed by the structural behavior of 
the slab, distances between impact and sensor locations significantly 
affect the cross-correlation coefficients between sensor recordings from 
the same footstep event. Thus, sensor configurations that do not sys-
tematically cover the entire floor space may affect the efficiency of 

Table 4 
Event-classification performances of the binary-SVM classifier based on Gaussian kernel compared with KNN and BT classifiers for Case Study 2 (see Fig. 7). The first 
data set is split into 75% for training and 25% for validation, which is reported. The second data set is used to estimate prediction performances. Classification 
performance of models that are trained using raw and decomposed signals at selected frequency ranges using the null-hypothesis tests is included for comparison.    

SVM  KNN  Boosted tree    

Validation test Second data test Validation test Second data test Validation test Second data test 

Decomposed signals (CWT) Accuracy (%) 97.5 98.6 97.3 91.9 98.2  93.8 
Precision (%) 98.2 100 97.8 93.2 98.0  95.9 
Recall (%) 98.7 98.2 98.9 97.1 99.8  96.5 
F1 (%) 98.5 99.1 98.4 95.1 98.9  96.2 
Error I (%) 1.3 1.8 1.1 3 0.2  3.6 
Error II (%) 8.1 0 10.2 28.6 9.2  16.7 

Raw signals Accuracy (%) 95.0 92.9 94.7 85.3 97.3  85.3 
Precision (%) 95.8 98.1 95.9 90.1 97.4  91.0 
Recall (%) 98.3 92.9 97.6 91.7 99.3  90.5 
F1 (%) 97.0 95.4 96.8 91.0 98.4  91.0 
Error I (%) 1.7 7.1 2.4 8.3 0.7  9.5 
Error II (%) 20 7.2 19 40.5 12  35.7  

Table 5 
Classification performance, based on validation test (25% of data set), to 
distinguish between one and two occupants on the floor of Case Study 1 (see 
Fig. 6).    

SVM KNN Boosted tree 

Feature class #1 Accuracy (%)  89.6  82.4 76 
Precision (%)  90.4  82.7 76.6 
Recall (%)  93.5  91.1 89.3 
F1 (%)  91.9  86.7 82.4 
Error I (%)  6.5  8.9 10.7 
Error II (%)  17.1  32.5 46.7      

Feature class #2 Accuracy (%)  94.7  91.9 89.1 
Precision (%)  94.4  90.6 89.5 
Recall (%)  97.5  97.5 94 
F1 (%)  95.9  93.9 91.7 
Error I (%)  2.5  2.5 6.0 
Error II (%)  10.4  18.1 19.7  
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classification. 

4.7. Occupant recognition results 

Occupant recognition is performed using CNN classification as 
explained in Section 3.4. TensorFlow, an open-source library for 
machine-learning applications provided by Google [86], is used for 
classification. The CNN classification is trained with footstep-induced 
floor vibrations. The occupant-recognition strategy, explained in Sec-
tion 3.4, is tested on Case Study 2 (see Fig. 7) to recognize the occupant 
walking on the floor slab, among five participants for which data is 
available for training. Controlled vibration measurements have been 
repeatedly conducted with five single occupants. Each occupant has 
walked with hard-and-soft soled shoes and at five walking-speed levels 
from slow to fast walking, leading to a total of 19526 footstep events (see 
Section 4.2). 

The length of extracted footstep-event signals varies between 0.4 s 
and 0.7 s (see Section 3.1.1, which corresponds to 400–700 data points 
given the measurement-sampling rate (see Section 4.2). All footstep- 
event signals captured at eight sensors (see Fig. 7) are resampled into 
an equivalent length of 200 points to reduce the computational cost 
during training process without losing signal information. A finite im-
pulse response (FIR) filter based on least-squared design [87] is used for 
resampling. Occupant recognition has been tested using three CNN 
classification models (see Section 3.4) and compared with a shallow NN 
classifier. 

Footstep-event signals from all sensors (size of 8x200) are connected 
to two successive convolutional layers using window sizes of (3x50) and 
(3x20). In addition, a max-pooling operation is used on each convolu-
tional output layer using a pool size of (1x3) and (2x3). 

CNN model #1 is trained with separate footstep events as input 
patterns (see Fig. 4). The flatten layer resulting from convolutional 
layers is connected to a dense layer of 100 neurons using a ReLU acti-
vation function. Using the Softmax activation function, the dense layer 
ends with a class label-layer output. The output layer is composed of five 
neurons that assimilate the identity of five participants. The data set 
(19526 events) is split into 80% for training and 20% for validation test 
based on the available number of measurements (see Section 4.5). 30 
epochs are used to train the deep learning classifier. 

In CNN models #2 and #3 input data are rearranged into couples of 
two succeeding footstep events (see Fig. 5). Thus, the data set includes 
18,775 footstep-event couples. Each flatten layer is connected to a dense 
layer of 50 neurons using ReLU activation functions. The two dense 
layers are subsequently concatenated. The resulting layer is finally 
connected to the main output layer using Softmax activation function. 

In this application, the shallow NN architecture is composed of three 
hidden dense layers that connect the input layer using a ReLU activation 
function. The first dense layer (fully connected layer) contains 1600 
neurons that correspond to the size of the captured footstep event at 
eight sensors (8x200). The second and the third layers contain 800 and 
200 neurons respectively. These dense layers end with a label-layer 
output, using the Softmax activation function. The data set includes 
19,526 footstep events with an approximately equivalent contribution 
from each occupant. The data set is split into 80% for training and 20% 
for validation. 

Occupant-recognition performances of the three CNN models are 
compared with a shallow NN classifier, as presented in Table 6. Classi-
fication using shallow NN results in low-performance scores. For 
example, classification accuracy, calculated according to Eq. 1, is less 
than 60% for all five participants. Also, the precision of the shallow NN 
classifier (see Eq. 2) varies between 44% and 78%. Recall score, as 
defined by Eq. 3, varies between 48% and 71%. Classification using CNN 
model #1 (see Fig. 4) results in an improvement of 22% in recognition 
accuracy and recall scores as well as 21% in precision compared with 
shallow NN. 

Training CNN with separate footstep events provides recognition 

performances (accuracy, precision and recall scores) of 80% for all oc-
cupants. Moreover, reinforcing the training data of CNN classification 
(CNN model #2 in Fig. 5) with two succeeding footstep-events leads to 
better recognition scores than using isolated footstep events. For 
example, CNN model #2 has an accuracy of approximately 90% and 
precision of 91% for all participants. However, precision of identity 
recognition of occupant #4 (see O4 in Table 6) is less than 80% 
compared with other occupants. Also, recall score of identity recognition 
of occupant #5 (see O5 in Table 6) using CNN model #2 is less than 
75%. 

In order to enhance recognition scores for all occupants, CNN model 
#3 involves a multi-objective function that includes weighted losses 
from convolutional outputs #1 and #2 as well as from the main output 
layer (see Section 3.4). Thus, CNN model #3 provides good accuracy 
(96%) for the recognition of all occupants compared with approximately 
90% with CNN model #2. Also, CNN model #3 yields good precision 
and recall scores of more than 95% for occupants O3, O4 and O5. 

Therefore, feeding the CNN classifier with footstep signals captured 
at various sensors leads to an accurate occupant recognition. Moreover, 
training CNN classifier with two succeeding footstep events improves 
occupant-recognition performances compared with the use of isolated 
footstep events. CNN classification performances are enhanced by taking 
into account the errors from each convolutional output layer of each 
footstep event as well as from the main output layer during the training 
process. 

Recognition using CNN on succeeding footstep events from five oc-
cupants results in high classification performance. Footstep-event sig-
natures that are used for training and validation are from occupants that 
were walking individually. Generalization towards recognition of mul-
tiple occupants walking together may require separation of super-
imposed signals in order to maintain applicability of the occupant- 
recognition strategy. 

5. Summary of results and discussion 

Occupant detection, counting and recognition strategies have been 
applied to vibration measurements of two full-scale case studies. Vi-
bration sensors provide non-intrusive occupant detection. Sensors are 
used to cover areas of up to 600 m2. Once trained, processing the 
measurements for validation is not computationally expensive (near- 
real time). Thus, the proposed strategies have potential to be used in 
practice. 

Accurate event detection is achieved through assessment of STDmax,f 
values over segmented and decomposed vibration measurements at 
multiple frequency ranges. These frequency ranges cover the funda-
mental vertical modes of the structure. The frequency band with the 

Table 6 
Occupant-recognition performances of five participants, based on validation test 
(20% of data set). Occupant-recognition classification has been performed using 
a shallow NN classifier and three CNN models (see Section 3.4).   

Occupant Shallow 
NN 

CNN 
model #1 

CNN 
model #2 

CNN 
model #3 

Accuracy 
(%) 

Average  57.7  79.7  89.6  96.3 

Precision 
(%) 

O1  58.2  78.4  91.9  98.7 
O2  65.1  76.4  90.0  92.4 
O3  77.8  89.7  94.7  98.6 
O4  51.3  80.5  79.6  95.6 
O5  44.4  74.1  96.3  96.7 
Average  59.4  79.8  90.5  96.4 

Recall (%) O1  48.4  76.6  86.2  91.1 
O2  51.0  80.5  92.8  97.7 
O3  70.7  88.1  96.7  99.2 
O4  54.9  75.5  96.5  96.9 
O5  64.8  78.3  74.1  96.4 
Average  57.9  79.8  89.3  96.3  
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most energy contribution is delimited by the prominent peaks in the 
singular values of the CPSD derived from ambient vibrations. 

Classification of events as footsteps and non-footstep events is car-
ried out using a binary-SVM. Time-and-frequency domain features are 
used for training. Time-domains features are assessed for event signals 
decomposed and reconstructed at low-and-high frequency ranges. These 
ranges cover the frequency band that sensors provide. Null-hypothesis 
tests are used to select the most informative frequency ranges of time- 
domain features in order to improve the efficiency of the event classi-
fication methodology. However, the event-classification strategy has 
been tested using only individual footstep events from a single occupant 
walking on the floor slab. Thus, testing the strategy for overlapping 
footstep-event signals from multiple occupants walking simultaneously 
may be required for practical applications. Such testing could follow the 
same methodology presented in this paper. 

Differentiation between one and two occupants has been achieved 
using a binary-SVM classifier. Cross-correlation coefficients between 
event signals at all sensor locations from each footstep event are used to 
train the SVM classifier. Using cross-correlations between footstep sig-
nals recorded at various sensors as features provides an efficient clas-
sifier in distinguishing between one and two occupants. Incorporating σ 
values and maximum CPSD along with the cross-correlation coefficients 
enhances the performances of the occupant-counting classifier. How-
ever, counting the number of occupants is currently limited to one or 
two walking occupants. Testing for determining the number of in-
dividuals when more than two occupants walk together is future work. 

In addition, correlation coefficients between sensor signals from the 
same footstep event are influenced by the distance between the impact 
and sensor locations. Sensor configuration that does not cover the floor 
space may lead to inefficient classification. Thus, careful placement of 
sensors over the floor slab is necessary to guarantee good performance of 
classifiers and algorithms for occupant detection and localization. 
Strategies for optimal sensor placement are part of future work. A so-
lution to optimize the sensor configuration could be carried out using 
the joint entropy of footstep impacts [88]. 

Training the CNN classifier with two succeeding footstep signatures 
captured at various sensors improves occupant recognition. Occupant 
recognition has been enhanced by taking into account errors from 
convolutional output layers of each footstep event and from the main 
output layer during the training process. However, the CNN training 
process is computationally expensive (~one minute per iteration with 
Intel Core i7-4770 CPU). Also, occupant recognition has been tested 
using measurements from five participants walking individually on fixed 
impact locations and speed levels (see Section 4.1). 

Evaluation of the recognition strategy using measurements from 
more than five occupants walking with self-selected step lengths and 
speed levels would be required for comprehensive occupant recognition. 
Further testing with realistic scenarios involving multiple occupants 
walking simultaneously would help recognize each occupant more 
accurately. Including measurements from occupants that are not 
involved in the training for occupant recognition would also be useful to 
evaluate the capability of the system to recognize strangers. In order to 
ensure high recognition performance, video-based monitoring could be 
employed during commissioning. The evaluation of occupant recogni-
tion on other full-scale floor slabs would further assess generality. 

Structures having multiple assemblies such as wooden buildings and 
prefabricated elements as well as the presence of thick and energy- 
dissipating floor finishing materials may limit the applicability of the 
proposed strategies. Since the vast majority of multi-story structures 
have continuous concrete slabs, the results presented in this study give a 
good estimate of the performance that can be expected in most cases. In 
addition, due to the uniqueness of structural behavior amongst floor 
slabs, applications of the classification strategies to other floor slabs 
would require modal analysis for commissioning and re-training the 
learning algorithms with appropriate vibration measurements. Strate-
gies for occupant detection and counting have been successfully 

validated on other full-scale case studies and with other measurement 
scenarios [89]. Although there is potential for transferability, further 
validation of the strategies for occupancy detection and recognition on 
other case studies is necessary. 

A classification-performance analysis to determine the appropriate 
ratio of data classes for training and testing is needed. Although, the 
accuracy of the strategies for occupancy detection and recognition ex-
ceeds 95%, type I and type II errors remain greater than 5% for some 
cases as shown in Tables 4 and 5. In order to ensure a high classification 
performance, iterative transductive learning algorithms that update the 
labeled data set model with unlabeled testing results based on either 
physical insights may be useful [40]. 

Use of occupancy detection and recognition may be reused on several 
floors of multi-story-buildings when they have similar floor-slab 
configuration. This would allow use of the same data for all floors for 
training the learning classifiers. However, the dynamic response 
regarding footstep impacts may vary between floors. Thus, studies of the 
dynamic variability in floor responses are needed for multi-story- 
building applications. 

Detected footstep-event signals, knowledge of number of occupants 
on the floors and occupant identities are valuable information for 
occupant localization. Using a model-based approach, localization of 
walking occupant may then perform separately for each captured 
footstep-event signal. Identifying the possible locations of consecutive 
footstep event enables the tracking of walking occupants. The number of 
occupants, as well as their identities, are essential to generate appro-
priate footstep-impact simulations for model-based occupant 
localization. 

6. Conclusions 

Occupant detection, counting and recognition strategies have been 
developed and evaluated using two full-scale case studies. The following 
conclusions are drawn:  

• Combining information from multiple frequency components of 
measured vibrations improves the accuracy of event detection.  

• Selection of appropriate frequency components for training enhances 
the performance of classifiers that are developed to distinguish be-
tween footstep and non-footstep events.  

• Using cross-correlations between event signals measured at multiple 
sensor locations as features improve the performance of the classifier 
to distinguish between the presence of either one or two occupants.  

• Incorporating information from multiple footsteps and knowledge of 
errors from convolutional output layers during the training process 
improves the performance of CNN classifiers for occupant 
recognition. 
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